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[Chorus] [Refrain] 
I like to move it, move it 
I like to move it, move it 
I like to move it, move it 
Ya like to ("move it") 

All girls all over the world, 
Original Mad Stuntman pon ya case man ! 
I love how all girls a move them body, 
And when ya move ya body, and move it, 
Nice and sweet and sexy, alright ! 

Woman ya cute, and you don't need no make up, 
Original cute body you a mek man mud up. (x2) 

Woman ! Physically fit, physically fit, 
Physically, physically, physically fit 
Woman ! Physically fit, physically fit, 
Physically, physically, physically fit 
Woman ! Ya nice, sweet, fantastic 

Big ship on the ocean that a big titanic 
Woman ! Ya nice, sweet energetic Femme ! 
Big ship on the ocean that a big titanic 
Woman ! Ya nice, sweet, fantastic Femme ! 
Big ship on the ocean that a big titanic 
Woman ! Ya nice, sweet, fantastic Femme ! 
Big ship on the ocean that a big titanic 

[Chorus] [Refrain] 

Woman ya cute, and you don't need no make up, 
Original cute body you a mek man mud up. (x2) 

Eye liner - pon ya face a mek man mud up 
Nose powder - pon ya face a mek man mud up 
Pluck ya eyebrow - pon ya face a mek man mud up 
Gal ya lipstick - pon ya face a mek man mud up 
Woman ya nice broad face, 
And ya nice hip, make man flip and bust up them lip. 
Woman ya nice and energetic, 
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Big ship the ocean that a big titanic. 
Woman ya nice broad face, 
And ya nice hip, make man flip and bust up them lip. 
Woman ya nice and energetic, 
Big ship the ocean that a big titanic. 
[Chorus] [Refrain]
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